Corporate sponsors lead our life-saving mission and gain access to influential business networking opportunities.

OUR EVENTS

- Expect Miracles in Manhattan Gala
- Expect Miracles in Boston Gala
- SAMFund Celebration
- Impact Celebration at the NYSE
- Atlantic Coast Classic Golf Tournament
- East Coast Classic Golf Tournament
- Young Professionals Expect Miracles (YPEM)
- Virtual Distance Challenge

“It can’t be overstated how immensely proud and appreciative Dana-Farber is for our longtime partnership with Expect Miracles Foundation.”

Laurie H. Glimcher, MD
President and CEO
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

“I used my SAMFund grant for rent, which took significant financial stress off my plate and helped reduce my debt.”

Rachel
Cancer Survivor

“EMF events seamlessly blend philanthropy with networking. Corporate sponsors have the opportunity to cultivate lasting business relationships and make a positive impact in the fight against cancer.”

Margaret Flynn-Martin
Managing Director, Head of Relationship Management Group, Morgan Stanley

89 South Street, Suite 701, Boston, MA 02111
617.938.3484
expectmiraclesfoundation.org

Over $20 Million in Grants Awarded
Our Mission

Expect Miracles Foundation (EMF) rallies the financial services industry and beyond to invest in life-saving cancer research, while advancing the financial and emotional health of people impacted by cancer.

Mission

Get Involved!

Our Dana-Farber Cancer Institute’s Belfer Center in Boston accelerates the next generation of targeted and immune-based therapies and drives clinical trials to improve patients’ lives.

EMF invests in cancer science addressing four of the greatest challenges facing patients today:

- Early Detection
- Real-Time Prognosis
- Drug-Resistant Cancer
- Metastatic Cancer

EMF’s SAMFund provides hope to young adult cancer survivors as they recover from the financial impact of cancer through financial assistance grants for essential living and family-building expenses, building a bridge to get young adults where they were intended to go before cancer disrupted their lives.

Over 2,300 grants totaling more than $3.6 million have been awarded to young adults as they recover from the financial impact of cancer.

DISCOVERY FUND

RESEARCH FUND

SAMFund

SAMFund

Corporate Sponsorship

Become a sponsor and cultivate relationships in the financial services industry while having a life-changing impact on the cancer community.

Young Professionals Expect Miracles (YPEM)

Young professionals (ages 21-39) who are dedicated to advancing the fight against cancer. Have fun building your network while doing good.

Volunteer

Get involved in the fight against cancer by signing up to review SAMFund grant applications or volunteering at an EMF golf tournament or gala.

Peer to Peer Fundraising

Collect donations on behalf of EMF’s mission. Individuals have held birthday parties, organized workout classes, competed in Ironmans and more.

Become a Miracle Maker

As a major donor, you’ll make a positive impact on the cancer community and enjoy these privileges:

- Designate where your donations go
- Receive special recognition in publications
- Gain access to exclusive events
- Meet privately with organizational leaders
- Partake in behind-the-scenes tours

Cancer Isn’t Free

Expect Miracles (EMF) rallies the financial services industry and beyond to invest in life-saving cancer research, while advancing the financial and emotional health of people impacted by cancer.

Supporting Young Adult Cancer Survivors

EMF’s SAMFund provides hope to young adult cancer survivors as they recover from the financial impact of cancer through financial assistance grants for essential living and family-building expenses, building a bridge to get young adults where they were intended to go before cancer disrupted their lives.

Over 2,300 grants totaling more than $3.6 million have been awarded to young adults as they recover from the financial impact of cancer.